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1. Introduction to HMRC Advice and Support

The HMRC Advice & Support project will run for three years in total with successful
organisations being contracted to 11 months in year one then contract renewals for
further years dependent on reaching their targets.

● Year 1: 1st May 2021 - 31st March 2022
● Year 2: 1st April 2022 - 31st March 2023
● Year 3: 1st April 2023 - 31st March 2024

This is funded by Her Majesty's Revenue and Customs to provide high-quality
advice surgeries within England's most deprived areas.
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The services that HMRC particularly want people to be supported to use are:

Capital Gains Tax Income Tax (PAYE) Personal Tax Account

Child Benefit Inheritance Tax Self Assessment

Child Tax Credit Marriage Allowance VAT

Corporation Tax National Insurance Working Tax Credit

While this project does not focus primarily on digital inclusion as many of Good
Things Foundation’s projects do, there are elements that interlink. For example,
more and more elements of HMRC services are becoming accessible online, and
gov.uk is a valuable information source for your clients when it comes to
understanding their own entitlements to HMRC benefits such as Child and Working
Tax Credits and Child Benefit, or their obligations in terms of tax and National
Insurance.

Primarily though, the project’s aim is to help people become more confident users
of HMRC’s services, whether digitally or through more traditional channels. In this
guide, we will tell you everything you need to know about the project so that you
can get on and do just that.

2. Beneficiaries
Online Centres will support HMRC customers who are currently the hardest to
reach, who cannot or will not interact directly with HMRC, or need extra support in
doing so. Some vulnerable/marginalised customer groups may find it difficult to
interact with HMRC for reasons that include geography, culture, language and trust.

As an Online Centre delivering this programme you will support a variety of
customers including but not limited to:

● those with disabilities, mental health or learning difficulties;
● those on low income or in debt and facing financial hardship;
● older people;
● migrants;
● carers;
● those who are digitally excluded who are displaying one or more of the

following characteristics:
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○ experiencing difficulties accessing HMRC services due to illness,
disability or digital exclusion

○ lacking confidence and overly worried about making mistakes, or are
new to HMRC services

○ lacking the ability to deal with tasks, for example, due to learning
difficulties, memory problems, lack of language skills to be able to
understand the tax system, complex working situations, or several
income strands

○ in debt and experiencing financial hardship, have mental health issues,
or suffering extreme distress through life events such as bereavement
or the breakdown of a relationship

3. Delivery and Learn My Way Resources

How you support the individuals will depend on the specialist audiences you are
working with, as well as how you already work to support people to access HMRC
services. We expect that you may be supporting individuals by:

● Helping an individual to complete a HMRC benefit form and improving their
confidence to do this themselves in the future

● Providing guidance on how to challenge HMRC decisions
● Helping an individual to understand end of year forms (tax return)
● Helping an individual to use the online Tax Credits calculator

Once the individual has been supported it is part of your contract to guide them
towards the online resources hosted on our learning platform, Learn My Way where
they can find further support.
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Resources on Learn My Way - Benefits and Taxes

4. Universal Credit
We know that for some tax queries there is a link to Universal Credit, specifically
Child Tax Credit and Working Tax Credit. We want to clarify which of these types of
enquiries you should be supporting and which you should not for this funded
project.

With the support of HMRC we have confirmed how to handle situations where the
lines are not as clear as to the link with Universal Credit.

Example 1: Customer comes in and advises they have a query
about their Child Tax Credit. As you help them it becomes
evident that this is included under Universal Credit now. Even so,
you are able to advise them on this specific issue around Child
Tax Credit using the HMRC website or the Learn My Way
resources.

You can support this customer as part of the programme and add this to CaptureIT.
If this is the case please include in the description of the activity the words
“Universal Credit.” We will use these keywords to search for this phrasing when
reporting back to the funder about the impact of Universal Credit on the project.
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Example 2: Customer comes and advises they have a general
Universal Credit query and asks for support with this.

You cannot support this customer as part of this programme and you cannot add
this to the CaptureIT system. You can still help them but this is not fundable by
HMRC.

We hope this clarification helps with queries around Universal Credit. If you have
any specific feedback about how Universal Credit impacts the project, please make
a note of these and be ready to feed this back into our quarterly surveys
throughout the year.

Please see the below for clarification of whether specific support examples are
acceptable to be counted. If you have any further services you would like to gain
assurance on let us know:

Type of Support Acceptable/Not acceptable

Self-employed coronavirus grant Acceptable

Helping to claim Attendance Allowance,
PIP & Pension Credit

Not Acceptable

Child benefit - can it be counted as an
activity where we help the individual?

Acceptable

Providing advice on what a person will
pay in Tax when they go into work via
Lisson Grove Benefit calculation?

Acceptable

5. CaptureIT

For the HMRC Advice and Support project delivery will be tracked via outputs on
CaptureIT. You should aim to update your CaptureIT data regularly (at least once per
month) to ensure we can understand your progress against targets, and support
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your delivery if you have any barriers. When logging in you will need to click on the
Your Centres tab as shown below.

Accessing CaptureIT
To be able to complete an CaptureIT online tutor return you
must be registered as a tutor on Learn My Way, as this will
allow you to access the Learner Management section of the
website. Please get in touch if you do not have tutor
access.

Adding learners to CaptureIT
Firstly you’ll need to log into Learn My Way, using the learner management tab use
the search function to check if the learner is already registered or not, if not you
can add them to the system. Learners can be registered in one of in two ways:

A. A learner can complete the registration page on Learn My Way in the usual
way

B. A centre can enter learners’ details via the form in the ‘Manage Learners’
section of the Learner Management system in Learn My Way on the learner’s
behalf

If you choose option B then you will have to enter the same details as a learner
would if registering for the site. You must make sure that you get permission
from a learner to use their details. We (Good Things Foundation) will not use any
of these details to contact them unless we are required to by
audit.

If you need additional support with using CaptureIT please
visit the project landing page to find a short video of using
CaptureIT

Activating CaptureIT to a full learner login
If you add a learner through option B you can also activate
their Learn My Way account by selecting the learner from the
list, clicking the select button, clicking on the Password tab and then creating a
password for the learner. This then means that the learner can log into Learn My
Way in the future and if they decide to log in any other courses they take will be
tracked.
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Please note if a learner creating an account does not include your centre ID upon
registering then that learner needs to contact us directly at
grants@goodthingsfoundation.org to request the centre ID be added, Good Things
will then provide that individual with information on what adding your centre ID
means to their account, the individual then confirms we can go ahead, then Good
Things adds on the centre ID.

Recording Activity in CaptureIT
Once you have opened a learner record by clicking on their name, you will select
HMRC Advice and Support from the CaptureIT menu.

In this tool you will see where you can not only add information about the learners
around their backgrounds, but also enter information about the support given and
confirm the date this took place.

The following services are available in CaptureIT:

● Capital gains tax
● Child benefit
● Child tax credit
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● Corporation tax
● Income tax (PAYE)
● Inheritance tax
● Marriage allowance
● National insurance
● Personal tax account
● Self assessment
● VAT
●        Working tax credit

The first recorded interaction for a learner is counted as a fundable output. If the
same learner returns and you add more advice or guidance to the CaptureIT this will
not count as a second output.

Saving information in CaptureIT
In order to save the skills added, at the top of the CaptureIT page, you’ll need to tick
and agree to the Terms of Use for each learner to confirm that the information you
are providing is true and accurate.

Editing or deleting learning in CaptureIT
If you make a mistake when entering information into the CaptureIT online tutor
return you will have a short window of time (up until 12 midnight on the same day)
to edit or delete a learner and learning information. For example if you completed a
CaptureIT online tutor return at 14:00 you’d have until 23:59 to edit, delete or save
this information.

Any support you go on to provide around the job retention scheme and self
employment income support scheme can now be logged and classes as fundable
activity. Please see below where this should be logged:

Job Retention Scheme

Furlough / job retention scheme = Working Tax credit section

Self Employment Income Support Scheme (SEISS)

Support through the SEISS scheme = Self Assessment section
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It is very important to include as much information as possible on the notes

section to differentiate this from the usual Self Assessment and Working Tax Credit

support. This will help us to communicate back to HMRC how much help you have

provided.

For any of the above customers, please add notes onto every entry to explain the

support provided and which channel you have used for example:

● Support Channels Used – added: “Digital Channel Support Used
(webinars/web chat etc.)

● Problem Area Requiring Support – added: Job Retention Scheme, Self
Employment Income Support Scheme and Other Covid19 Enquiries.

6. Management Information (MI)

We are aiming for the management information (MI) to be live in July/August
time.

All performance relating to funded contracts can be accessed from the
Performance tab in the Stats section of Learner Management on Learn My Way -
this is only visible through a tutor account.

Performance Tab
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The performance tab will show all information about funding targets and actuals for
individual centres. Most information can be drilled into, to centre summary, learner
summary and individual learner level.

The default view displays information for each funding stream that a centre is
signed up for for the current month. For this project it will display your targets and
your outputs (number of logged interactions in CaptureIT). We recommend
selecting the date range from May 2021 - March 2022 to see all your targets for the
year and scrolling to the HMRC grid.

Clicking on the learner name will take you to the full learner view. The learner view
will show you the details of which funding streams a learner has been funded
against and why, or blank where they are not yet fundable.

Useful things to know about the Management information
● If you need details on a specific individual and you have a long list, you can type

their UserID or username into the “Learner Name” filter instead, and this will bring
up only the details for that learner.

● You can drill down from centre summary to learner summary to individual learner
● All data is updated overnight from Learn My Way
● Excel/CSV file downloads are available for data on all screens.

HMRC Advice and Guidance - key information.

● The project aims to support those who are currently the hardest to reach,
who cannot or will not interact directly with HMRC, or need extra support in
doing so. Some vulnerable/marginalised customer groups may find it
difficult to interact with HMRC for reasons that include geography, culture,
language and trust.

● It is expected that centres will update their CaptureIT entries every two
weeks in order for Good Things Foundation to accurately track delivery,
support centres and feedback progress to our funder. If you do not keep on
track with your performance we may be in touch with enquiries and in
extreme circumstances your contract may be at risk. If you don’t update
the system we think that no activity is happening and we’ll not be able to
pay you.
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7. Remote delivery
 As a Good Things Foundation community partner, you now have access to a bank of

resources to help you to support people remotely. This menu of top tips and resources
ranges from how to help others to communicate online, through to organising a
successful event, or creating your own videos online.

 
 Remote learning is when you are supporting learners without being face to face. This

bank of resources is available to you to help you support people when you can not be
in the same place together, and is likely to be part of a more blended approach to
helping people to learn. Some have been developed by Good Things Foundation, some
by community partners, and others are things we have come across that we think you
will find useful. Familiarise yourself with the available resources. Choose to use the
ones you feel will be helpful to your staff and your community.

 
 If you have created a remote learning support resource, have any tips for social

distancing or have found any information that you think others would benefit from,
please let us know and we will be happy to look at adding it to this bundle of
resources.

8. Contact
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with your network specialist if you have any
questions or concerns on 0114 3491658 or grants@goodthingsfoundation.org and
add ‘HMRC 21/22 query’ into the subject line.
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